A strategy for controlling degradation in vitro of carbon fiber-reinforced polylactic acid composites (by combining fiber modification and pulsed electromagnetic fields).
Carbon fiber-reinforced polylactic acid (C/PLA) composites are a human bone-fixation material, but control of the material's degradation remains a major factor hindering its widespread use. In this study, a combined method for controlling the degradation performance in vitro of C/PLA composites was designed. In this strategy, carbon fibers for C/PLA composite reinforcement were prepared in both modified and unmodified forms. A pulsed electromagnetic field (PEF) was then selectively applied during the subsequent degradation process. Results and analysis showed that the interfacial ester bonding between modified carbon fibers and PLA matrices significantly affected degradation in vitro of C/PLA composite. However, PEF affected the degradation performance of C/PLA composites and, after PEF treatment, the material's water absorption, mass retention, and bending and shearing strengths were changed to varying degrees. This method, by combining fiber modification and pulsed electromagnetic fields (abbreviated as CMP) provided a new strategy for the controlled degradation of C/PLA composites in human skeletal fixation.